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Fusion Curve Slope and Crystal/Liquid Buoyancy 
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of Columbia University, Palisades, New York 

A general solution for the slope of a fusion curve is presented. It is not the Clausius-Clapeyron equation which 
is a special case for one-component systems. The connection between fusion curve slope and crystal/liquid buoyancy 
is obscure in multicomponent systems even though the slopes of fusion curves for any given composition are 
always well defined. The olivine flotation hypothesis at high pressure is poorly constrained by information derived 
froth fusion curve analysis. Physical property measurements provide the best constraints on buoyancy questions. 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been much recent interest in the proposition put 
forward by Stolper et al. [ 1981] that basic silicate liquids are so 
compressible that they may become denser than the olivines and 
pyroxenes in the earth's mantle at pressures of 5-10 GPa. The 
possible implications of this inversion of normal density 
relations between magmatic liquids and coexisting crystals are 
quite important for the early differentiation of the earth or any 
other large terrestrial planet [Nisbet and Walker, 1982; Walker, 
1983; Ohtani, 1985]. Negative buoyancy of liquid at high 
pressure would reduce the effectiveness of the normal magmatic 
differentiation processes leading to crust formation, upward 
concentration of radioactive heat souces, and planetary 
degassing. The profound implications of the Stolper et al. 
[1981] conjecture require that it be tested as thoroughly as 
possible. Does olivine really float in the appropriate basic 
silicate liquid? 

Density relations between crystals and liquid can be 
investigated by at least two broad approaches: physical property 
measurements and phase equilibrium determinations. Physical 
property measurements by shock wave [Rigden et al., 1984; 
Stolper et al., 1986], ultrasonic [Rivers, 1985] and static 
compression [Agee and Walker, 1986] techniques on silicate 
liquids have suggested that the Stolper et al. [1981] conjecture is 
correct. However, fusion curve analysis results have been more 
equivocal, in some cases supporting the concept [e.g., Ohtani, 
1984; Takahashi, 1986; Scarfe and Takahashi, 1986], in some 
cases producing ambiguous results [Bottinga, 1985; Shaw, 
1986], and in some cases leading the author to reject the concept 
[Herzberg, 1985, 1987b]. It is the purpose of this paper to 
examine the relationship between phase equilibrium constraints 
and physical properties in the context of the solution of the 
equations for the slope of fusion curves, presented here. To 
anticipate our conclusion, we find that some, but not all, of the 

curve and the sign of the volume change between crystal and 
liquid when the entropy of fusion is "well behaved." Good 
behavior will be assumed in all subsequent discussions, and 
means that liquid has higher entropy than coexisting crystals. In 
multicomponent systems this caveat will be amended to account 
for compositional effects. The connection between relative 
crystal and liquid volumes and fusion curve slope is given by the 
Clausius-Clapeyron equation of thermodynamics: 

The Z=L subscript indicates the dT/dP slope is for the 
univariant condition of crystals in equilibrium with liquid. AV 
and Ag- are die differences in volume and entropy between fixed 
gram amounts of liquid and crystal. Choice of mass units rather 
than moles is one of convenience for transforming into mass 
density in order to ascertain buoyancy relations: 

I 

p = 1/v (2) 
I 

where p is mass density and V the specific volume. 
Superscripts refer to phase, so the entropy of fusion is Ag = I-rs 
_ z • which by our "well behaved" caveat is positive. Equation 
(1) then asserts that the (dT/dP)z=c__slope of the fusion curve is 
positive if AV is positive or LV>ZV. This condition is 
equivalent to Lp<Zp. Crystals should sink in melts along 
positive-sloped fusion curves. 

Figure 1 illustrates the melting relations of two crystals, Z1 
and Z2, in a single component system. With increasing 
pressure the melting curve of Z1 flattens with (dT/dP)z L "' 0 at 
Pm. The slope is then negative unnl Z2 becomes the stable 
crystal with increasing pressure. Relations such as this, with a 
maximum on the melting curve, are common in systems where 
the more flexible liquid structure anticipates the compressive 
change which causes the transformation of Z• to Z2 as the 

apparent discrepancy between the physical property and phase stable crystal structure. At the maximum on the liquidus, Pm, 
equilibrium approach can be resolved by considering the effects Z•p=Lp and at higher pressures, Z • should float in its 
on liquidus curves introduced by multicomponent systems. In coexisting liquid. For a liquidus curve to go through a 
short, multicomponent fusion curve analysis does not provide 
the clearest evidence on olivine buoyancy. Olivine should float 
in some high-pressure ultrabasic liquids, but this conclusion 
comes from physical property measurements not fusion curve 
analysis. 

SINGLE COMPONENT SYSTEMS 

In simple systems (i.e., the number of chemical components 
C = 1) there is a direct connection between the slope of a fusion 
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maximum, the liquid must have the same specific volume as the 
crystal at the maximum. Thus phase equilibrium studies of 
fusion curves should have a bearing on crystal-liquid density 
relations. The slope of the curve gives the sign of the density 
difference. This analysis must be modified, however, in 
systems of more than one chemical component. 

C=2 LIQUIDUS 

Equation (1) gives a solution for dT/dP for coexisting C=I 
crystal and liquid. The two-phase, C=I assemblage is 
univariant and solvable, but no dT/dP solution can be found for 
the coexistence of liquid and crystal when C> 1 because it is not 
a univariant equilibrium. Nevertheless, a specific bulk 
composition does possess a unique liquidus fusion curve, 
marking the completion of fusion, for which a definite dT/dP 
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Fig. l. T-P phase diagram for single-component system with two crystals 
and one stable liquid. 

slope exists. Likewise, a specific bulk composition also has a 
definite solidus curve marking the beginning of fusion. Along 
the C> 1 liquidus curve, the liquid has composition identical to 
the bulk composition but the coexisting crystal need not have the 
same composition. Likewise along the C>I solidus curve, the 
solid crystalline assemblage at the start of melting has 
composition identical to the bulk composition but the coexisting 
liquid need not have the same composition. (In the special case 
where liquidus and solidus meet, the liquid has identical 

so that we now have three equations and three unknowns which 
can be solved: 

LX2, Z=L 
(7) 

This is the slope for a fixed liquid composition coexisting 
with its equilibrium crystal, possibly of variable composition. If 
the fixed liquid composition is the same as the system bulk 
composition, then (7) is the slope of the liquidus. Equation (7) 
is general and could be used to trace the slope of contours of 
constant melt composition within a melting interval whether or 
not it was the liquidus contour. We also note, for liquid and 
crystals of the same composition (LX2 = ZX2) that (1) is 
recovered as a special case of (7). 

Now that we have (7) and have found that it is not (1), what 
does it mean? It would be (1) were it not for the product of 
difference terms. We can make these terms less mysterious by 
reference to Figure 2, which shows the volume relations of 
crystal and liquid binary solutions as a function of composition 
at fixed P and T. Both solutions increase in density with the 

composition to the solid assemblage for a system of any number addition of component 2. The particular crystal and liquid in 
of components [Walker, 1986]). equilibrium with each other at this P-T have compositions 

To solve for liquidus dT/dP requires the recognition of marked zX 2 and LX 2. The tangent to the LV curve at LX 2 has 
additional constraints on the problem for C>I. These intercept on the X2=0 and X2=l sidelines which are the partial 
constraints are derived from the requirement that the liquid specific volumes of the liquid, L•__ 1 and LV 2. The slope of this 
composition is fixed (at the bulk composition, for instance). tangent line is then (LV]- LV2)/1. But this slope also 
Interested readers may find Spear et al. [1982] a useful review characterizes the ratio of sides -A/B of the small right triangle 
of the solution method. with part of the tangent line as the hypotenuse. Because B is 

Consider the case for C=2 where both liquid and crystal are (zX2- LX2), it follows that A is -(LV 2 - LV 1 ).B. Thus A is the 
binary solutions. We have Gibbs-Duhem equations for each product of the difference term in the numerator of (7). The 
phase. For the liquid, significance of this is that LV-A is the specific volume of the 

dg 1 + LX 2' d(g 2 -Ix 1 ) = I• dP- L• dT 
and for the crystal, 

(3) 

dIx] + ZX d(Ix2_Ix]) x• dP x• dT (4) 2' -" - 

open circle in Figure 2 and is the quantity in brackets in the 
numerator of (7), to which we give the following symbol' 

(8> 
LVz is the specific volume the liquid would have if it had the 

Superscripts refer to crystal (Z) and liquid (L), subscripts 1 same composition as the crystal with which it is in equilibrium. 
and 2 refer to the components, and X2 refers to the mass fraction It is the partial specific volume in the liquid of a component 
of component 2. We now have two equations in four which has the same composition as the equilibrium crystal. 
unknowns: dIx ], d(Ix 2 - Ix 0, dP, and dT. But we can also write Using this notation, (7) becomes, 
an expression for the total differential d(Ix2-Ix]) in either phase 
as a function of dP, dT, and dX2. Doing this for the liquid 
gives, 

d(Ix 2 - Ix 1 ) -- 
(5) 

(LV2- LV]) dP- (LS2- LS]) dT+ LxxdLX 2 

I-,V] and L• are the partial specific volume and entropy of 
component 1 in the liquid. Lxx is the second derivative of Gibbs 
energy of the liquid with respect to the independent composition 
variable X2. The last term on the right-hand side of (5) 
vanishes because dLx2 = 0 by the fixed liquid composition 
constraint. We can further reduce the number of variables by 
taking their ratio so that (5) becomes, for example, 

(6) 

The LX 2 subscript on the partial derivative indicates that LX 2 is 
held constant. If we invoke the equilibrium condition between 
liquid and crystal, we find that 

d • dLIx] _ Ix] 
dP dP ' etc. 

L• 
- : Lv x 

I 
B • 

LX2_ - XX 2 

L• 2 

Fig. 2. Specific volume - composition at fixed P,T for a binary system. 
Liquid of composition LX2 is in equilibrium with crystal of composition 
ZX2. Open arrow C points down, indicating crystal sinking at this P,T. 
Solid arrow D points up, indicating the slope of the (•T/•P•x 2 isopleth for 
this I•X 2 is positive. If •X 2 is the bulk composition, then the liquidus 
slope is positive at this P,T. 
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Lg z 
(9) 

The analogy to, but nonequivalence with, (1) is obvious. 
Use of the partial specific notation, refering to a component of 
variable composition coincident with the equilibrium crystal's, 
gives an equation of the form of the Clausius-Clapeyron for 
C=2. 

But now the connection between liquidus slope and crystal 
buoyancy has been obscured. The liquidus slope is given by 

C>2 LIQUIDUS 

Before proceeding, let us generalize (7) to any number of 
components. The Gibbs-Duhem equations each get an 
additional term for each new component added. For instance, 
(3) becomes for C=3, 

dgl+ LX2d(B2-B1) + LX3 d(g3-gl) = •VdP- I-•dT (10) 
One extra variable has been introduced, d(g3-gl). But we 

can always write an expression for the total differential of this 
(9). The numerator of (9) and the liquidus slope are positive or variable in terms of variations in P, T, and composition. The 
negative depending on whether arrow D in Figure 2 points up or compositional variation terms vanish because our fixed 
down. By contrast, crystal buoyancy depends upon the composition constraint forces dLX2=0 and dLx3=0. What 
numerator on the right-hand side of (1) which indicates crystal 
sinking or flotation, depending on whether arrow C in Figure 2 
points down or up. Arrows C and D are not the same, so the 
questions of buoyancy and liquidus slope are nonequivalent. 

From this sort of construction it is clear that a diverting 
number of additional possible relationships between crystal 
buoyancy and liquidus slope may be discovered. Figure 3 
shows some of them. These diagrams are at fixed P-T and say 
nothing about how these relationships change, for instance, with 
increasing pressure. They hold at this P-T whether or not 
conditions change at some other P-T and whether or not the 
fusion curve sustains a maximum or a minimum. Figures 3b, 
3c, and 3d show that liquidus crystals can float regardless of the 
liquidus slope. Figure 3d is particularly interesting in that it 
shows that crystals can float even though the density of liquid 
would be decreased by crystallization of the floating solid. Thus 
we feel that Shaw's [ 1986] prescription that "crystal flotation on 
the liquidus is possible .... only if liquid density increases as 
crystallization of the floating solid proceeds" is incorrect because 
Figure 3d shows a counterexample. We emphasize that fusion 
curve slope is a poor guide to both partial specific quantifies and 
to buoyancy relations. It is easy to be misled into connecting 

remains is an equation analog0u• to (6): 

a ( [[3- Ill )) _ 0P LX 2' LX 3 

(v2- x2, (11) 

Now there are four equations and four unknowns for C=3, 
which have the solution, 

LX2, LX 3, Z =L, C=3 

l- 

(12) 
buoyancy too directly with fusion curve slope or with the 
relative values of partial specific quantities. Nevertheless the Likewise for each additional component we add, Ci, the Gibbs- 
subjects are not completely unrelated, as we will show in a Duhem equations each get an additional LXi' d(gi -gl) term and 
subsequent section. variable which can be neutralized by the judicious application of 

x v 

CRYSTAL SLOPE 

SINKS 

FLOATS 

FLOATS 

FLOATS - 

])(2 
Fig. 3. Several binary volume - composition diagrams illustrating a few of 
the possible permutations for the relation between crystal buoyancy 
(sinks/floats) and liquidus slope (+h). 

a d(gi-!.tl ) total differential expression with the constraint of 
constant liquid composition. The general solution is, 

i 

.•-• Lxi,X=L L•_• (Lgi_ •l)(LXi_ gXi)]- gg (13) i 

as previously presented by Walker aM Agee [1986]. 
The quantity in brackets in (13) for C=i has an exactly 

analogous mean•g m the quantity in brackets in (7) and (8) for 
C=2. It can be shown after some manipulation that the 

c 

bracketed quantity reduce• to the expression Z ZXi •i' 
i 

which is equivalent to [Vz, the partial specific volume of a 
component in the liquid which has the composition of the 
coexisting equilibrium c•stal. Therefore (9) is a perfectly 
general result with the proviso that we note all LXi are held 
constant, not simply iX2, in the 3T/3P p•ial derivative. 
Consequently, the conclusions about the nonequivalence of 
c•stal buoyancy and liquidus slope and related pitfalls •awn 
above for C=2 on the basis of (9) also apply to a system of any 
numar of components. 

SOLIDUS Ctmv• 

Analysis of the slope of solidus fusion curves is more 
complex than for the liqbidus. Furthermore it is less relevant to 
the issue of whether particular crystals will float or s•nk in a 
liquid. It might be thought to be relevant to the issue of whether 
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an incipient partial melt of a crystalline aggregate will be buoyant 
or not with respect to the residual crystal aggregate. However, 
as with liquidus slopes, the connection between buoyancy and 
slope of phase equilibrium curves is obscured when C> 1. 

Some of the complexity in generalizing relations for solidus 
slopes arises because solidi of several sons, with different 
variance, are possibleß First consider the case where the solid 
assemblage in a particular bulk composition of an i-component 
system is composed of a single i-component solid solutionß If 
melting begins without a reaction to form a second crystalline 
phase, then the variance and analysis are the same as for the 
liquidus slopeß The solution for the solidus slope of the form of 
(9) follows immediately: 

c 

I•- 96•L I•_ .Z Lxi. 96•i 1 

L•- 96gL L•__ • Lxi ' 96•i ß 

1 

(14) 

where 

U i = 

1 Z1 X2 ..... Z1Xc 
ß • o 

ß o ß 

ß • ß 

1 

1 96cX2 ...... 96CXc 

LX 2 ..... LX c <-- ith row substitution 

(16) 

The denominator can be written in the same form. Dividing 
numerator and denominator by -Uo (the determinant of 96X's 
with no row substitutions of LX's) gives for the numerator, 

c ui 96- 
I•-lZl • iv 

The meaning of Ui/Uo can be found from examination of a set of 
equations, one of which is 

96VL is the partial specific volume in the crystal of a component f96 + f96 having the (variable) composition of the coexisting liquid. This I 2 
son of solidus occurs along the lower limb of a melting loop, for and C- 1 of which are: 
instance between Fe and Mg olivine compositions. Equation 
(14) gives the P-T slope of initial melting of a particular 
composition on this loop. If the fixed 96Xi's are not the bulk 
composition's, then (1 4) gives the slope of a crystal isopleth in 
the melting interval. 

A different son of solidus occurs in a system with eutectic or 
peritectic melting. This solidus is truly a univariant curve along 
which the initial melting of any number of bulk compositions 
occurs. Its slope can be found without recourse to special 
conditions of fixed composition because there are enough 
Gibbs-Duhem equations, one of them for each crystalline phase 
and one more for the liquid, to solve for C + 1 independent 
variable raios. Using Cramer's rule, 

(15) 

- L= Z1 ..... Zc 

1 LV LX2 ...... LXc 

1 961V 961X 2 ...... 961X c 

1 96cV 96cX 2 ...... 96cX c 

1 L• LX2..ß LX ßßß 

1 96• 96•X 2 ...... 96•X c 

1 96cg 96cX 2 ...... 96cX c 

Equation (15) describes a univariant equilibrium in 
composition space of dimensionality C whereas (14) describes a 
C-variant equilibrium. They are different equations describing 
fundamentally different equilibria of different variance. The 

+ ...... + f96c = 1 (17) 

961X2. f96 + 962 X2. f96 + ..... + 96cX ß = LX 2 1 2 ' 2 f96c 
ß o 

ß 

ß • 

961X c ß f961 + 962 X c ß f962 + ...... + 96CXc' f96c = LXc 
(18) 

Solving these equations for f96i shows that, 

f96 _ ui (19) i Uo 

But from (17) and (18), Lq can be identified as the fraction of 
crystalline phase Z i which would be found in the bulk 
composition if the bulk composition were the same as the initial 
melt at the solidus. 

Equation (15) can be rewritten in terms of these new 
variables as, 

dT LV - { f96i ( ) _ i - - (20) • L=Zl =. =Zc L v -.Z f96i ß ' .Zi• L• -- Z•L 
1 

In the second equality the terms 96VL and 96•-L do not refer to 
the properties of any particular crystal but to the bulk crystalline 
aggregate if this Z has the same composition as the incipient 
solidus liquidß The fractions fzi which are used to weight the 
crystalline phase abundances to arrive at this composition may 
be positive, or some may be negative in the case of petitecftc 
relationships. Thus both (14) and (15) reduce, as does (13), to 
an equation of the form of (9) with appropriate compositional 
partial and phase subscripts juggled to fit the particular case. 
These equations all resemble the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 
(1) but are not the same, especially in the context of slope versus 
buoyancy relations. Fusion curve slope and crystal/liquid 
buoyancy relations are not straightforward in multicomponent 
systems, as they are when the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 

possibility of liquidus slope with variance less than C does not applies. 
occur, so in this respect, solidus fusion curves are more diverse 
in type. However (14) and (15) have more resemblance than is 
obvious from their statements above. The numerator of (15) can 
be expanded by the second column as, 

• U i '96iV - Uo'% 
i=l 

Equations (14) and (15) illustrate the limiting cases of 
variance for solidus curves. Solidi of variance between the 

limits of C and 1 also exist. For example, a ternary system 
having a solid assemblage comprised of only two ternary 
solutions would have its initial melting behavior described 
neither by (14) or (15). However, it is possible with appropriate 
phase and component bookkeeping to show 1 that for any solidus 
curve, 
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where the Z superscript again refers to the solid of however 
many phases (between 1 and C) are present at the solidus. Thus 
the form of (9) is general for all fusion curves. 

Some conclusions which will be useful in our investigation 
of the relation between slope and buoyancy can be drawn in 
common from these various equations. Figure 4 illustrates the 
quantities in solidus equation (14) for a system of C=2. It is 
analogous to Figure 2 for illustrating the quantifies in the 
liquidus equation. The solid arrow indicates solidus slope, 
whereas the open arrow indicates crystal buoyancy. They are 
not equivalent, and the reader is again referred to the 
constructions of Figure 3 to reinforce the lack of direct 
connection between buoyancy and slope. 

Figure 5 complements (15) and illustrates the cases of 
eutectic and peritectic solidi in terms of S, V, and X 2. 
Consider Figures 5a and 5b for the eutectic which shows the 

SOLIDUS FOR 

EUTECTIC 

0 X2x 2 lx2 Xix 2 

PERITECTIC 

i 
i i 

• i 

I I 

o x x 2X 2 •X 2 LX 2 
X2 values of V, S, and X 2 for two crystalline phases Z• and Z2 

and a liquid with composition between X•X 2 and X•X 2. Note Fig. 5. Volume - entropy - composition diagrams for univariant solidi of 
in 5B that L•->ZIS>Z2S, which is consistent with our "well- eutectic and peritectic types in a binary system. Crystals of compositions Z•X2 and Z2X2 coexist with liquid of composition •X2. Although the 
behaved" entropy caveat for melting. In Figure 5a we find, entropy of the liquid is lower than that of the crystals in Figure 5d, the 
however, that X2V>LV> x•. Thus the issue of whether the entropy determinant is well-behaved. Thus even though liquid in Figure 5c 
eutectic liquid is buoyant or not with respect to its residual is denser than either crystal Z1, or Z2, the solidus slope is still positive 
crystal aggregate is in principle indeterminant unless the because thesolidslopearrowpointsup. 
proportion of phases is known. If the crystals are mostly Z1 
then the liquid is buoyant; if they are mostly Z2, then the liquid 
is not. This indeterminancy underlines a generic contrast melting. (Note that this is not synonymous with the statement 
between this sort of solidus and that of Figure 4 or the liquidi of that the entr9py of the liquid is greater than that for the solid 
Figures. 2 and 3. Thus no open buoyancy arrows analogous to assemblage, as Figure 5d shows.) A positive entropy 
those in Figures. 2, 3, and 4 can be drawn until a bulk determinant or upward pointing arrow is the multicomponent 
composition is specified. caveat for well-behaved entropy. The key factor then for 

This is most easily seen when (15) is rewritten in the form of determining whether the solidus slope is positive or negative is 
(20). The determinant in the numerator of (15) is equivalent to whether the L point on the V-X2 diagram lies above or below the 
the difference in volumes represented by the black arrows in line from Z• to Z2. If it lies above, then the arrow points 
Figures 5a and 5c connecting the liquid and the solid phases upward and the solidus slope is positive for well-behaved 
when they are taken in the proportions necessary to make the entropy. If the L point lies below the Z1 to Z2 line, then the 
solid aggregate have the same composition as the liquid at the arrow points downward, and the slope is negative. These same 
solidus. The determinant in the denominator of (15) has an rules apply whether the composition of the liquid is interior or 
analogous interpretation for entropy. Whether these arrows exterior to the composition of the crystals. 
point up or down is arbitrary, but if we choose to place the tail Figures 5c and 5d illustrate an example of exterior liquid 
on the solid and the point on the liquid, then these arrows give composition, or peritectic. The slope of the liquidus depends 
the sign of the change for a melting reaction. In this convention upon whether the V-X determinant of Figure 5c is as well 
an arrow pointing up indicates a positive entropy or volume of behaved as the S•X determinant for Figure 5d. Because L is 

L• SOLIDUS FOR 
SOLID SOLUTION 

z 

o 

x? 

0 LX2 

BULK 
COM POSITION 
IF SOL I DUS 

---.,C.•l 

Xx 

above the Z2 to Z• line, the arrow points upward, the 
determinant is positive and so is solidus slope. There need be 
no solidus maximum. But L has higher density than both Z• 
and Z2. Therefore we again disagree with Shaw's [ 1986] claim 
that "... it is possible to have melt density at the solidus > the 
density of the solid, without a melting curve maximum, but only 
if at least one of the solid phases participating in the melt is 
denser than the liquid." Figures 5c and 5d provide a 
contradictory example. In the special case when the L, Z•, and 
Z2 points are colinear on the V-X 2 diagram, the arrow has no 
length, and the solidus slope is zero, either at a minimum or 
maximum. (An indifferent point is not allowed in general 
without unrealistic special reguirements.) This condition is 
analogous to the tangent to the t•V curve in Figure 2 intersecting 
xV or the tangent to the xV curve in Figure 4 intersecting LV. In 
both these cases the appropriate melting curve flattens. 

GENEgAL FUSION CURVE SLOPE 

Whether fusion curve slopes are positive or negative or flat 
Fig. 4. Volume - composition diagram for divariant assemblage in a binary may be found in the graphical construction of arrows from solid 
system at fixed P,T. Crystal of composition XX 2 coexists with liquid LX 2. to liquid of equivalent composition for two-component systems. 
Open arrow indicates that these crystals sink in these liquids. Solid arrow In Figure 2 this means draw an arrow from the crystal points up, in•.dicating the slope of the (3T/3P)xx2 isopleth for this ZX2 is 
positive. If zX 2 is the bulk composition, then the solidus slope is positive composition to the tangent to the LV curve at__.(_LVx). In Figure 4 
at this P,T. this means an arrow from the tangent to the xV curve (at XVL) to 
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S _ 

.:54 

O 

> .52 

t_ .50 

L 5 X 

Xx 

•' •_ K-•o' • _ 

FLOAT 

B-• PB I Ps I 
0 5 I0 

P GPa 

•= 5B-M [TL,Q(P) ] 

KOMATIITE • 

io 

P GPa 

Fig. 6 (a) Specific volume - composition diagram for liquid and liquidus crystal in a system of arbitrary number of components at 
Po and liquidus temperature. Numerical values correspond to those in the experimental study of C. Agee and D. Walker 
(manuscript submitted to J. Geophys. Res., 1987) for komatiite liquid and liquidus olivine of Fo93. (b) Volumes of Figure 6a as 
an isothermal function of P for the simple equation of state written in the floating box. Values of the bulk modulus K are given 
on each curve. The curve crossing at PB delineates the transition to floating liquidus olivine with high pressure. The curve 
crossing at P$ delineates the transition to negative liquidus slope. (c) Volumes of Figure 6a as a function of P and T (along the 
liquidus of komatiite). The komatiite liquid volume comes from static compression measurements to 6 GPa. A data point from 
Agee and Walker is shown with error bars. The Fo93 liquid volumes come from use of the listed parameters in a third-order Birch- 
Murnaghan equation of state with correction for thermal expansion along the liquidus. Fo93 olivine volumes are from Hazen 
[1977]. Numerical details of the liquidus and the compression measurements are from C. Agee and D. Walker (manuscript 
submitted to J. Geophys Res.,1987). Thermal expansion taken as 8x 10'¾*C for all liquids. 

LV. In Figure 5 this means an arrow from the Z2 to Z1 line at DISCUSSION 
LX 2 to LV. Such arrows (solid ones) are drawn on Figures 2, 4, 
and 5. When they point up, the fusion curve slope is positive, The foregoing analysis is independent of the particular 
when down the slope is negative, and when they have no length, equation of state which the substances obey. No assumptions 
the fusion curve has zero slope. One may anticipate that an about the compressibility, its derivatives, thermal expansion, 
analogous graphical construction will also suffice to determine and its derivatives, etc., need enter the determination of 
solidus slope for those cases of intermediate solidus variance buoyancy or fusion curve slope. All that is needed are the 
which we have not presented. Stated more simply, for well- volumes, entropies, and their compositional derivatives, not 
behaved entropy, a fusion curve will have positive slope if liquid their P,T derivatives. Unfortunately, volumes and entropies are 
of the appropriate composition equivalent to crystals is less not tabulated for all the necessary compositionally varying 
dense than the crystals. The actual liquid or crystal densities substances at the P and T of interest. Therefore recourse to an 
need have little to do with those of appropriate equivalent equation of state is necessary to supply extrapolated or 
composition. Thus buoyancy is not determined by fusion curve interpol__ated values of V(P,T), etc., from measured reference 
slope. states V(Po,To). Questions of buoyancy and slope can then be 

We return to the example of this disconnection in Figures 5c evaluated by the methods presented above. This analysis would 
and 5d. Here the peritectic liquid is denser than any of the not be of much concern if either the high-pressure physical 
crystals, yet the solidus slope is positive. Another interesting property measurements or equations of state of liquid were well 
feature of this example is that even though the entropy is well- known. Then buoyancy could be directly evaluated without 
behaved, the entropy of the liquid is smaller than that of either reference to fusion curves. Because the high-pressure data base 
crystal. This illustrates the difficulty in intuitively knowing what and equations of state of liquids are poorly known, the fusion 
well-behaved means in a multicomponent system. It is perfectly curve analysis is of interest as an indirect constraint on the 
conceivable in peritectic melting that liquid entropy could be buoyancy problem. We now examine the situation for liquidus 
greater than that of either crystal yet be lower than the X] to X2 curves and their bearing on the Stolper et al. [1981] conjecture 
line on the S--2X2 diagram. The entropy of melting would be that geologically interesting olivines can float in geologically 
negative, or "poorly behaved" in our usage and could change interesting silicate liquids. 
liquidus slope without reference to volume considerations. Liquid and crystal densities at 1 atmosphere are reasonably 
Clearly such possibilities also exist in the S-LX2 diagrams well known. For example the partial molar volumes for silicate 
analogous to Figures 2 and 4, although we did not consider liquid components can be used to calculate the specific volumes 
them. Our entropy boundary conditions excluded an additional of a komatiite liquid and liquid of the composition of its liquidus 
possible cause of disconnection between crystal/liquid buoyancy olivine, Fo93, at the liquidus temperature [Bottinga and Weill, 
and fusion curve slope. This is not a serious omission because 1970; R. A. Lange and I. S. E. Carmichael, Densities of Na20- 
the vertical-sloped fusion curves which would be required near K20-CaO-MgO-FeO-Fe203-A1203-TiO2-SiO2 liquids: New 
such an "entropy crossover" do not appear to be a conspicuous measurements and derived partial molar properties, submitted to 
feature of the melting behavior of geologically interesting Geochemica et Cosmochimica Acta, 1987] We assume ideal 
materials. This situation contrasts with the abundance of low volume mixing in the liquids in order to equate komatiite liquid 
dT/dP fusion curves in silicate systems [e.g. Bell and LVFo93 with thecalculatedvolumeofFo93olivineliquid, LFo93V. 
Roseboom, 1969; Presnall et al., 1979] indicating that "density The specific volume of crystalline Fo93 olivine at this T,P can be 
crossovers" are more likely to be a danger. found fro_rn H__azen [ 197__7]. These quantities are shown in Figure 

Having belabored the gaps between buoyancy and slope, we 6A as LV, LV x, and xV. (The composition axis in Figure 6a is 
now perversely examine the obscured relations which do exist. shown as binary between the composition of the crystal and that 
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of the liquid even though the whole system clearly is not binary. Figure 6c shows the same Vo values run up in pressure with 
This is permissible at one P and T where there are only two concurrent T variation along the komatiite liquidus. A third- 
compositions of interest' the crystal's and the liquid's. This order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state for liquid komatiite is 
diagram could not be used to rigorously examine the effects of fit to the static compression measurements to 6 GPa of Agee and 
crystallization but suffices for the analysis of buoyancy and Walker performed at liquidus temperatures. Liquid olivine is 
slope at this P,T). By our previous analysis we can see that calculated from two different sets of shock wave and simple 
these volumes indicate Fo93 olivine should sink in komatiite at fusion curve parameters. Olivine volumes as a function of T and 
its 1-arm, positively sloped liquidus. This agrees with P are from Hazen [1977]. Evidently sophistication of equations 
experimental observations. does not clarify the situation. The upper beaded curve based on 

How do these relations change with pressure? In Figure 6b fusion curve compression parameters predicts no liquidus 
we have applied a simple-minded isothermal equation of state to rollover at all. The lower starred curve based on the suggested 
the Vo values of Figure 6a. Values of the bulk modulus, K, parameters of Stolper et al. [1986] predicts PS < PB. Enough 
listed on the figure, are chosen for illustrative purposes. They latitude exists in suggested liquid olivine compression 
give projected volume curves which intersect each other with parameters to allow prediction of PS either above or below PB. 
increasing pressure. Two of these intersections are of interest But if the parameters for the lower starred curve are correct, 
for buoyancy and slope, the third is somewhat less interesting. liquidus rollover should occur at pressures much lower than 
The intersection at PB of the solid-beaded LV curve with the those reported. In fact these parameters would predict a liquidus 
diamond xV curve defines the density crossover. At Ps the maximum (and crystal flotation) at <4 GPa for pure forsterite 
intersection of the LVFo93 open beaded curve with the xV curve which is definitely not observed. This casts some doubt on 
reflects the rollover of the liquidus from positive sloped at lower whether this bulk modulus for fayalite olivine liquid [Rivers, 
pressure to negative sloped at higher pressure. The intersection 1985] really is a reliable guide to the compression parameters for 
at lower pressure of the two beaded curves represents a change forsteritic olivine liquids. 
in sign of (•)LV/•)Lx•;)T,p; otherwise it has no significance. The resolution of these incompatible conclusions is not clear. 

Several points are worth makil•g. First, the intersection We do not feel that it is possible or even necessary to choose 
pressures PB and PS are different, so liquidus rollover does not between the correctness of the liquidus observations or the 
correspond to buoyancy change. Second, they could be the correctness of the compositional variation of the liquid 
same only by accidental parameter choices. Third, PS>PB for compression parameters. (Both could be wrong although both 
this set of K parameters. In the absence of evidence to the could be right given present uncertainties.) We do restate one of 
contrary, one might assume that both liquid curves should have our assumptions' ideal volume mixing. We need to know the 
the same compressibility, so that LV and LVFo93 should partial specific volume of Fo93 in komatiite liquid, not the 
descend on similar noncrossing trajectories. If that were the specific volume of liquid Fo93. They are the same for ideal 
case, then PS<PB would follow from the relatively well mixing. Should volumes not mix ideally at high pressures, then 
determined LV >LVFo93. But many authors have suggested that the volumes of liquid olivines are irrelevant to both slope and 

buoyancy of komatiite liquid. The safest conclusion to draw there is a compositional dependence to liquid compressibility. 
These suggestions have come from analysis of ultrasonic 
measurements by Rivers [1985] and from a variety of simple 
system mineral fusion curves analyzed by Ohtani [1984], 
Herzberg [1985], Bottinga [1985], and most forcefully by 
Herzberg [1987a]. These suggestions are marginally supported 
by shock wave [Stolper et al., 1986] density measurement 
although the extent and full characterization of the compositional 
effect remains controversial. If there is a consensus opinion 
among these authors, it is that olivine components contribute 
incompressibility to normal basic and ultrabasic silicate liquids, 
whereas silica and aluminosilicate components increase liquid 
compressibility. For this reason we adopt the relative 
compressibilities shown on Figure 6b which lead to PB<Ps. 

In defending the olivine flotation proposition, the question 
often arises as to why the liquidi of the appropriate liquids do 
not show maxima. It should be obvious by now that this 
question does not really address the buoyancy issue in 
multicomponent liquids. Indeed, it was a very startling result 
when Takahashi and Scarfe [1985] and Takahashi [1986] 
announced that the liquidus of their fertile peridotite composition 
KLB-1 went through a broad maximum in the range 7-12 GPa 
and therefore that the Stolper et al. [1981] conjecture was 
correct. The liquidus maximum at 7 GPa reported for PHN- 
1611 by Scarfe and Takahashi [1986] is equally intriguing. 
Based on Figure 6B one would expect that olivine flotation 

from all this is that fusion curve slope provides slim constraint 
on the buoyancy question. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A general solution to the fusion curve slope problems allows 
a simple graphical test for slope sign if •V(X) relations are 
known at the P,T of interest. The analysis suggests a 
framework (V-P diagram) for testing the compatibility of various 
compression parameters with liquidus slope. The current high- 
pressure data set includes a rich inventory of possible 
contradictions, which we trust will be resolved by renewed 
investigation. The implication of this analysis is that renewed 
investigation of the buoyancy problem should proceed through 
physical property measurements, not detailed fusion curve 
observations. 

APPENDIX' GENERAL PROOF OF 

(63T/63P)sondu s = (L•r __ .•-•L)/Lg __ '•gL) 

Consider a C component system with K + 1 phases at 
the solidus, where K phases are crystalline and 1 phase is 
liquid. K must be smaller than or equal to C because the 
variance in the system must be at least 1 so that T and P 

should have been observed at substantially lower pressures than are not fixed and so that •?T/•P can be evaluated. There- 
the reported liquidus rollover. Olivine flotation was not fore K ranges from 1 to C and variance in the system 
observed, but for reasons of experimental difficulty in making ranges from C to 1. 
the observation. Unless olivine can be found to float at P<Ps, The case in which K = 1 has been solved by equation 
the experiments are incompatible with the relative values of the (14), which is 
liquid compressibilities chosen in Figure. 6b. Herzberg [1985], 

believing olivine flotation to be out of the question, has ((?T) =(•?T) L•r--X'• L ,, Z =L Lg __ suggested [1987b] that the high-pressure dip in these liquidi • solidus •-• gX gSn 
might be an artifact of charge or thermocouple contamination by c 
the assembly. However, it is also possible that the first-order n• __ • Lxi g•r i isothermal equation of state of Figure. 6b is not sophisticated i 
enough to adequately represent liquid and solid densities, or that = c (A 1) 
the parameters chosen for Figure. 6b in accord with Herzberg's LS -- E LXi ggi 
views may be wrong. i 
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where zV L is the partial specific volume of the crystalline 
phase of a composition exactly the same as the coexisting 
liquid. The imaginary crystal composition is realized by 
varying the composition of the crystal which is a solid 
solution. 

The case for K = C has been solved by equation (20), 
which is 

• solidus = • L=Zl ..... = L•_ Z• L zc 

c 

E'er-- Z fzi ß Zi• r 
C 

i 

where ziV is the partial specific volume of crystalline phase 
Z• and • the imaginary fraction of Zi which makes the 
compos•non of the imaginary crystal assemblage identical 
to liquid composition. We notice that the difference be- 
tween equations (A1) and (A2) is that the imaginary crys- 
tal (or crystal assemblage) composition which is identical 
to liquid composition is made possible by varying the 
composition of the crystal itself in equation (A1) because 
there is only one crystalline phase of solid solution and by 
varying the fraction of each crystalline phase in equation 
(A2) because composition of each phase is fixed by phase 
relations. Therefore we propose the following form to be 
the general solution of aT/aP- 

K C 

LV- • fzi • xiyj ' xiVj 

(•T) __ LV--ZV L i j (A3) • solidus- --ZSL : L• __ Z fzi Z z'Yj' z'Sj L• - K C . .-- 

i j 

where fz• is the imaginary fraction of phase Zi and •iyj is 
the imaginary fraction of the jth component in phase Z•- 
z•Yj and fz• together make the composition of the imagi- 
nary crystalline assemblage identical to that of liquid, that 
is, ziyj and fzi satisfy 

K 

Z fz•'ziYj = LXj for j = 1, 2,-.., C (A4) 
i=l 

c 

• z*Yj = 1 for i= 1, 2,-.., K (AS) 
J 

K 

Z = 
i=l 

The use of z•Y: is intended to distinguish the imaginary . . J 

composmon from the actual composition ziXj. Because 
(A6) is true when both (A4) and (AS) are true, only (A4) 
and (AS) are independent. 

We now proceed to prove the proposed solution. 
1. Equations to solve (ST/•P)•ond• • are the following' 

(1) K + 1 Gibbs-Duhem equations' 

LS aT a#l c a(#j -- #1) •+•+ Y"Lxj aP = 
j=2 

[for liquid, 1 equation] 

zig aT a].,/, 1 C a(#j -- #1) Zi V + y'ix _ 
j=2 

[for crystals, K equations] 

(2) K(C- 1) equations for [a(#j- #l)]/aP derived from 
total differential d(#j - #1) in phase Zi' 

a(#j -- #1) (ziVj __ ZiV1 ) __ (xigj _ zig1) aP aP 

-]- •, a(].,/,j -- #1) a ziX k i = 1, 2,'", K 
k = 2 a ziX k aP j = 2, 3, --', C 

where ziX k is real fraction of the kth component in phase 
Zi. (3) The crystalline assemblage is identical in compo- 
sition to the bulk system at the start of melting which 
marks the solidus' we therefore have the following equa- 
tions' 

K 

y', xi F xiXj •- Oxj 
i=1 

K 

E ziF -- l 
i=l 

where ZiF is the real fraction of phase Zi at the solidus and 
øXj is bulk composition. 

Differentiating the above with respect to P, we have C 
equations' 

K a ' •,, a XiF • Z'F z'X•+ -0 j=2,3,..- C 
i 1 aP aP ' = i=l 

K aXiF 

E i=l 

Therefore we have a total of K + 1 + 
K(C - 1) 4- C = KC 4- C 4- 1 equations. The unknowns 
are aT/aP (1); a#l/aP (1); ([a(#•- #l)]/aP)(C- 1); a xiXk 
/aP (k- 2, "', C, and i-1, 2,--., K, therefore 
(C - 1). K unknowns)' and a ZiF/aP (K unknowns). Total 
number of unknowns is 1 + 1 4- (C - 1) + K(C - 1) 4- 
K- KC 4- C 4- 1. Therefore we can solve for (aT/aP)sondu s. 

Let 

a(,/A,j- #1) dij k = _ 
a ziX k 

the KC 4- C 4- 1 equations are rewritten in a consistent 
form as follows' 

Lg aT 9/.11 C a(,/.lj -- ,/21) •-• 4- '• 4- Z Lxj am = j=2 

s •-• 4- -• 4- E ziXj aP = 
j=2 

(Zigj Zig aT a(#j- #1) - 1) + o + 

4- E dijk _ (•i•j __ •i•l) 

•F •'X•+ •iX• -0 
= i=1 

K aziF 

i• aP = 0 (A7) 
2. Solution for (aT/aP)solidus is as follows: (aT/aP)sondu s 
can be solved from the set of equations (A7) according to 
Cramer's rule as follows: 

(aT) Avl (A8) •-• solidus- lad 
where As is the coefficient matrix and IAsl is the determi- 
nant of As, and Av is the matrix substituting the first 
column of As by the right-hand-side column of equations 
(A7). Av and As are similar except the first column where 
similar partial specific volume corresponds to partial spe- 
cific entropy. Therefore, to simplify the right-hand side of 
equation (A8), we need only to consider IAvl. 

The matrix Av is written in explicit form as follows: 
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F L• 1 LX2 LX3 LX I øøø (2[ 

I z,• 1 zlX 2 zlX 3 ''' ZlXc[ 
xd• 1 x"X: x"X 3 - -L ..... I z ''' • ldl. 22 dl.23 r'7•lT :' 

V,V•z •,v, 6 6 6 ... i [[dl'c2 dl'c3 .-. dlc c 
•2-- z2•t 0 1 0 -" 0 I 0 0 '" 0 ; ',: ß . 

I 0 ... 0 
I 0 Z'F ... 0 
[ ß . . 

I 
I o o ... o 

d222 d223 ... d22 c 

6 

o 
ß 

6 
o 

(A9) 

We define G to be a submatrix of Av by crossing out the 
first column of Av and note that G is also the submatrix 
by crossing out the first column of As. We define G m to be 
a submatrix of G by crossing out the mth row of G. 
Notice that G m is a square matrix. We define gn to be a 
column vector which is the nth column of G. We also 
define amn to be an element of G at the mth row and nth 
column. amn can be expressed as follows: 

1 n=l, l<_m<_K+l 

0 n=l, m>K+l 

LX. 2_<n<_C, m=l 

zm-'X. 2_<n_<C, 2_<m_<K+ 1 

{•mkin 2 < n < C, K 4- 1 < m < KC + 1, 
where kin = K + 1 + (i - 1)(C - 1) + n - 1 
with i - 1, 2, .--, K 

0 2<n<C, m>KC+ 1 

0 n>C, m<K+l (A10) 

IAvl can be expanded by the first column as 
K 

IAvl -- LVIG• I + • (- 1)i ZiVlGi +• I 
i=l 

where 

K C 

q_ y'• y'• (-- 1)mi' + l(xiVj -- ziVi)lGmij[ (All) 
i=l j=2 

mij = K + 1 + (i- 1)(C - 1) +j - 1 
Divide the above by IG•l, then 

where 

(A12) 

IAvl _ L'•r _ ZVimag (A13) 
IGxl 

_ ZVimag = -- IG• i (-- 1)i' xiVlGi +•1 
+ • • (_ •)Mi•+ •(•i• _ •i•,)lGm,• I 

i=l j=2 

Our task now is to prove 
K C 

ZVimag -• XVL = E •i E ziXj ziVj 
i=1 j=l 

which leads to (from (AS)) 

(OT) IAvl lay/IGx•[_ •-• solidus -- IAsl - IAsJ/la•l - LS __ zg L 

(A14) 

(A15) 

which is the final form we want to prove in this appendix. 
Because 

c 

XiV• Z xiXjziVj 
j=l 

(A 14) can be rewritten as 

ZVimag -- Gxl (-- 1)ilGi+ xl • ziXj ziVj i j=l 

} q_ Z Z (-- 1)mij + l(ZiVj -- XiV1) IGmijl 
i=l j=2 

ß I {• [(__ 1)i ziXllOi+11 
j=2 

q_ • • [(-- 1)i ziXj Oi + 11 q- (- 1)mij + lIOijl] ziVJ} i=l j--2 

(A16) 
Let 

1{ fz- z,y _ _ (- 1) i' ziX•lGi+ •l ' • - IG•I 

c -- Z (-- 1) mij+ XlOmijl 
j--2 

and 

1 

fzi ziyj_ _ IO•l {(- 1)i ziXjlGi+ 1] 

i= 1,2,--.,K (A17a) 

i= 1,2,---,K 

+ (-1) m'j+xIGmul} j - 2, 3,-.., C 
then equation (A16)can be rewritten as 

K C 

z•rimag = Z fzi Y'• ziyj ziVj 
i=l j=l 

(AlVb) 

Therefore if we can show that fziziyj defined by (A17) 
satisfies 

K 

Z fj(i ziyj = Lxj for j = 1, 2,--', C 
i=l 

and that definitions in (A17) are compatible with 
c 

Z ziyj = 1 
j=l 

K 

Efzi= 1 
i=1 

(A18) 

(A19) 

(A20) 
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_ _ 

then we can interpret gVimag as zV L, that is, we then would 
have proven the final form. 

Because definitions (A17) do not define fxi and ziyj sepa- 
rately, any set of fxi would be compatible with (A17). Now 
we define 

f•, __ (_ 1)i+, [Oi+ 1[ 611 (A21) 
then 

c c 

qi E xiyj = Z fxixiyj 
j=l j=l 

Therefore 

1 

ß (-- 1)i' Zi x IG i I -- • (-- 1)mij + l lGmijl 1 +1 

j=2 

j=2 j=2 

-- --(__1) i 
IOi+ll 

lG11 

c 

• xiyj _._ 1 
j=l 

(equation (A19) or equation (AS) is proven). Now we need 
only to prove equation (A18) (or equation (A4)). 

Equation (A18) is equivalent to 

K 

-- LXj G11: Z {(--1)i' x'XjlGi+l/q- (-1) mij+l GmijI} 
i=l 

j = 2, 3, -.., C (A22a) 
and 

K C 

-- LX1 Gll = Y• {(- 1)i' xiXl Gi+ 1[ -- Y] (-- 1) mio+ llGmijl} 
i=l j=2 

(A22b) 

Let 

K 

LX Gll q- • (Pl • I 
i=l 

ß (-l)i.xiXl[Gi+ll _ •(-l)mU+•GmijI 
j=2 

and 

K 

(19j LXjlG•I + y]{(--1) i ' [Gi+ I q-(-1)mij+lGm.j[} ---- ' z'Xj 1 
i=l 

j = 2, 3, -.., C (A23b) 

Then equation (A18) is equivalent to 

% = 0 for j = 1, 2, ..., C (A24) 

We first prove % = 0 for j = 2, 3, ..., C, then prove eel = 
0. For j = 2, 3, ..., C, we have (using (A10)) 

rpj = aljlGl[ q- (-- 1) i laij[Gi] 
i=2 

K 

q- Z (-- 1)mij +1 Gmij [ (A25) 
i=l 

(A23a) 

Now consider 

KC+C+ 1 

• (-- 1) m+ lamjlG m 
m=K+2 

where 

(eqn AlO) KC+ 1 

• (-- 1) m+ l•mkijlGml 
m=K+2 

(A26) 

kij = (K + 1) + (i - 1)(C - 1) + j - 1 = mij 
forj=2,3,..-,C andi- 1,2,.-.,K 

Therefore 

KC+C+ 1 K 

• (-- 1) m+ lamjlG m = • (-- 1) kij + 11Gki J 
m=K+2 i=l 

K 

: Z (-- 1)mij + l iGm•l 
i=l 

(A27) 

Replacing the third term in (A25) by (A27), we get 
KC+C+ 1 

Y] (-- 1) i+ laij Oil = IgjOl 
i=l 

where IgjGI is a determinant with the first column of A v 
replaced by vector gj. Because the jth column of G is gj, 
there are two common columns in determinant IgjG/; 
hence the determinant equals zero. That is, 

% = 0 for j = 2, 3, ..., C (A28) 
We now prove rp i = 0. Using (A27), rpl can be rewritten 

K+I 

LX IO I + • (- 1) m+ lXm-1XllO m (/91• I I 
m=2 

Y] (--1) m+l Gml' --amj 
m=K+2 j 

= 

where 7 is a column vector and its transpose is 

7 T= [Lx1, z1X1, ''', ZKX1 ' 

(A29) 

- Y', aK + 2,.•, '", -- • aKC+C+ 1,.• (A30) 
j 2 j=2 

Examining (A9) and (A30), we notice that 
c 

7 = gl -- Z gj (A30) 
j=2 

Therefore the first column of determinant IyOl is a linear 
combination of the next C columns; therefore 

(Pl = 0 (A31) 

Combining (A28) and (A31), we proved (A24), which is 
equivalent to (A4). This concludes our proof of 

(c•T) L? -- x'•r L 
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